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Abstract Both genetic and environmental factors are

known to play a role in our ability to perceive music, but

the degree to which they influence different aspects of

music cognition is still unclear. We investigated the rela-

tive contribution of genetic and environmental effects on

melody perception in 384 young adult twins [69 full

monozygotic (MZ) twin pairs, 44 full dizygotic (DZ) twin

pairs, 70 MZ twins without a co-twin, and 88 DZ twins

without a co-twin]. The participants performed three online

music tests requiring the detection of pitch changes in a

two-melody comparison task (Scale) and key and rhythm

incongruities in single-melody perception tasks (Out-of-

key, Off-beat). The results showed predominantly additive

genetic effects in the Scale task (58 %, 95 % CI 42–70 %),

shared environmental effects in the Out-of-key task (61 %,

49–70 %), and non-shared environmental effects in the

Off-beat task (82 %, 61–100 %). This highly different

pattern of effects suggests that the contribution of genetic

and environmental factors on music perception depends on

the degree to which it calls for acquired knowledge of

musical tonal and metric structures.

Keywords Music perception � Pitch � Rhythm � Twins �
Genetics � Environment

Introduction

Musical abilities develop under a complex set of genetic

predispositions and environmental input (Trainor and

Hannon 2012). In its basic form, music is comprised of

series of sound events that change either in the spectral

(pitch) or temporal (rhythm) domain over time (Krumhansl

2000). Psychologically, the perception of a musical melody

involves two parallel cognitive processes: discriminating

the pitch, duration, and time interval of consecutive tones

and perceiving whether the tones follow the tonal structure

or musical scale (key) of the melody. These processes seem

to develop at different ages, suggesting a different degree

of biological innateness and musical enculturation. Even

small infants are able to detect changes in pitch (Chang and

Trehub 1977; Trehub et al. 1999) and rhythm and meter

(Hannon and Johnson 2005; Winkler et al. 2009) in

melodies and also move spontaneously to the rhythm of

music (Zentner and Eerola 2010). Infants are, however,

equally sensitive to both out-of-key and within-key chan-

ges in melodies, whereas children and adults are better at

detecting out-of-key changes (Corrigall and Trainor 2010;

Trainor and Trehub 1992), indicating that tonality per-

ception develops later. Overall, auditory-cognitive net-

works become increasingly specialized throughout

childhood for encoding the musical structure of one’s own
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culture (Trainor and Corrigall 2010; Trainor and Hannon

2012), leading to implicit knowledge of musical syntax of

that culture in adulthood (Bigand and Poulin-Charronnat

2006; Brattico et al. 2006; Tillmann et al. 2000).

The ability to perceive music or discriminate between

musical stimuli varies considerably between individuals,

and the key question is how much of this variability is

caused by genetic and environmental factors. Genetic

family studies indicate that pitch-related musical deficits

(congenital amusia) and abilities (absolute pitch) aggregate

in families and are inheritable (Baharloo et al. 2000; Peretz

et al. 2007) and that musical aptitude and creativity are

linked to specific genes responsible for auditory and neu-

rocognitive development (Gingras et al. 2015; Oikkonen

et al. 2015; Ukkola et al. 2009). While providing evidence

for the genetic basis of musicality, these studies address

special populations (amusic and musically trained persons)

and therefore do not directly answer the question about the

role of genetic and environmental factors on music per-

ception in the general population. To date, only two

research groups have addressed this topic in population-

based twin studies.

Drayna and collaborators studied pitch perception in

twins using an updated version of the Distorted Tunes Test

(DTT, Kalmus and Fry 1980) where subjects are presented

popular melodies and the task is to judge whether each

melody is correct (original melody of the song) or incorrect

(contains altered-pitch tones). They found a strong additive

genetic effect (0.71) and no significant environmental

effects (Drayna et al. 2001). Recently, Ullén and collabo-

rators studied music perception and musical training in a

large twin sample using the Swedish Music Discrimination

Test (SMDT) where pairs of tones or tone sequences are

compared for differences in pitch, melody, and rhythm

(Ullén et al. 2014). Across tasks, they found moderate-to-

strong additive genetic effects (0.30–0.61) with little

shared environmental contribution (Mosing et al. 2014a).

Interestingly, there was also a clear genetic effect on the

amount of music practice, which accounted for the asso-

ciation between practice and performance on the SMDT.

In summary, current evidence suggests that there is a

strong genetic component to the development of music-

related auditory discrimination skills, whereas the contri-

bution of shared environmental factors seems to be negli-

gible. However, due to the nature of the stimuli and tasks

used in previous studies, it remains unclear whether this

holds true also for other higher-level aspects of music

cognition, such as tonality processing. The stimuli used by

Ullén and others were relatively simple acoustically (si-

nusoidal tones or isochronous piano tone sequences),

which limits their generalizability as indices of more

complex music cognition. The studies also employed tasks

that have a strong memory component, making

performance in them partly dependent on either long-term

memory (previous exposure to and familiarity with the

popular melodies; Drayna et al. 2001) or working memory

(maintaining a memory representation of the preceding

tone/melody and making a comparison against it; Mosing

et al. 2014a). Therefore, the derived heritability estimates

may reflect not only musical ability, but also the moderate-

to-high heritability of general cognitive capacity and

memory (Deary et al. 2009; Lee et al. 2010; Volk et al.

2006). Indeed, Mosing et al. (2014b) found that there were

phenotypic correlations between intelligence and SMDT

performance and that the covariation between these vari-

ables could be explained by shared genetic influences.

The goal of the present population-based twin study was

to gain more insight into the relative contribution of

genetic and environmental factors on different aspects of

music cognition using the naturalistic, unfamiliar melodies

from the Montreal Battery of Evaluation of Amusia

(MBEA; Peretz et al. 2003, 2008). We included three tasks

measuring the discrimination pitch changes in pairs of

piano melodies (Scale test; Peretz et al. 2003) and the

perception of key and rhythm violations in single melodies

(Out-of-key and Off-beat tests; Peretz et al. 2008).

Importantly, the Scale and Out-of-key tests both measure

the detection of musical key violations in melodies but

differ partly in their perceptual and cognitive demands:

while performance on both tests benefits from implicit

tonal knowledge, the Scale test additionally entails a

memory-based comparison process and is therefore more

similar to the tasks used previously (Drayna et al. 2001;

Mosing et al. 2014a). In contrast, the Out-of-key and Off-

beat tests have the same overall task demands, but differ in

the measured musical domain (pitch vs. rhythm). We

aimed to (1) verify the previously reported genetic effects

on musical pitch discrimination using more naturalistic and

unfamiliar melodic stimuli and to (2) explore the impact of

genetic and environmental factors on musical tasks more

sensitive to implicit perception and knowledge of musical

tonal and metric structures.

Methods

Subjects

The sample consisted of individuals from a population-

based longitudinal FinnTwin16 study, which includes

altogether 2733 Finnish twin pairs born in 1975–1979

(Kaprio et al. 2002; Kaprio 2013). In the present study,

invitations to participate were mailed between September

2012 and February 2013 to altogether 507 Finnish-speak-

ing twin pairs [253 monozygotic (MZ) pairs, 254 dizygotic

(DZ) pairs] who were randomly selected among those who
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had answered the wave five of the FinnTwin16 Internet

Survey in 2010–2012. The sample represented all educa-

tional levels and all regions of Finland. Zygosity was

determined using a validated questionnaire method (Sarna

et al. 1978) with an additional questionnaire for younger

twins (Goldsmith 1991). Furthermore, zygosity has been

confirmed with DNA tests for those twins in whom the

questionnaires were not able to provide definite classifi-

cation and for those who have participated in earlier lab-

oratory studies of FinnTwin16. In the present sample, the

zygosity of 41 % of the twin pairs has been confirmed with

DNA tests showing 95 % agreement with the question-

naires. The Ethical Committee of the Department of Public

Health of the University of Helsinki approved the present

study protocol, and informed consent was obtained from all

participants.

Of the 1014 persons invited to participate, 386 (38.1 %)

completed our online music perception test. There were no

statistically significant differences between responders and

non-responders regarding age, sex or zygosity. There were

statistically significant differences in response rates between

different education levels (F(3.98, 2015.61) = 2.50,

p = 0.041) with the lowest rate (19 %) among participants

with only primary education and the highest rate (43 %)

among participants with a Master’s degree or higher. Data

from two individuals whose responses indicated that they

had not actually performed the task (performance was well

below chance level or the task was completed in less time

than stimulus presentation takes) were excluded from the

analyses. Thus, the final sample comprised 384 subjects

including 69 fullMZ twin pairs, 44 full DZ twin pairs, 70MZ

twins without a co-twin, and 88 DZ twins without a co-twin.

Assessment of Music Perception

Music perception was assessed with the Scale test from the

Montreal Battery of Evaluation of Amusia (MBEA; Peretz

et al. 2003) and the Out-of-key and Off-beat tests from

newer online version of the MBEA [Online Test of Amusia

(OTA); Peretz et al. 2008]. Although the MBEA and OTA

are primarily designed for studying congenital or acquired

amusia, their use in population-based studies of music

perception is warranted by the tests’ 1) natural and eco-

logically valid musical (melodic) stimulus material, 2)

robust psychometric properties (i.e., reliability, validity,

and sensitivity), 3) rapid and easy applicability (performed

online, duration ca. 20 min), and 4) clear focus on skills of

the ordinary music listener (in contrast to musical aptitude

or talent). As stimuli, all three tests use 30 novel melodies

composed specifically for the MBEA by Irène Deliège in

order to be unfamiliar to subjects. The melodies are in

major key, 9.6 tones long on average, and played by

computer at a tempo of 120 beats/min.

In the Scale test, two example trials followed by 30

experimental trials are presented. Each trial consists of two

piano melodies separated by an interval of 2 s (Fig. 1,

examples A and B). In 15 trials, the second melody is

identical to the first and in 15 trials it has been altered by

changing the pitch of one tone to be out-of-scale while

retaining the original melodic contour. The task is to judge

whether the melodies are identical or not (same-different

classification). In the Off-beat and the Out-of-key tests, two

example trials and 24 experimental trials are presented. In

each trial, a single melody is presented. In 12 trials, the

melody is modified so that one tone is altered either in

terms of pitch (Out-of-key) or time (Off-beat). In the Off-

beat test, the alteration is an additional silence of 5/7 of the

beat duration (357 ms) prior to the onset of the tone,

thereby locally disrupting the meter of the melody or

introducing an off-beat tone, without changing anything

else (Fig. 1, examples C and D). In the Out-of-key test, the

pitch of the altered tone is shifted by one or half a semi-

tone, thereby creating a tone that is out-of-key, a ‘‘foreign’’

or ‘‘wrong’’ pitch in the musical context, without changing

anything else (Fig. 1, examples C and E). The melodies are

presented with 10 different timbres (e.g., piano, saxophone,

guitar). The task is to decide after each trial whether or not

the melody contained a musically anomalous or incon-

gruent tone (yes/no classification).

The online presentation of the test was implemented

using standard Web browser technologies (i.e., HTML,

PHP, and Flash), with the stimuli presented in MP3 format

and the responses automatically recorded and tabulated

using Microsoft Excel. The participants were asked to

perform the test alone in a quiet room, use headphones if

possible, and adjust the volume of the audio system to a

comfortable level using three sample tones before starting

the test. The three tests were presented in fixed order

(Scale, Off-beat, Out-of-key) and within all tests, the trials

were presented in fixed order that had been randomized

beforehand. A total score (a sum of the correct answers in

each subtest) was calculated as well. In addition to the

three tests, the participants answered four self-evaluation

questions about their capacity to perceive music (see

Table 1 and Peretz et al. 2008). The questions and task

instructions were presented in Finnish. Previously, the

Finnish version of MBEA/OTA has been tested with 61

healthy subjects and the distributions of the scores were

found to be similar to the original test (Hausen et al. 2013).

Data Analysis

The estimation of genetic and environmental effects was

performed by comparing groups of identical (monozygotic,

MZ) and non-identical (dizygotic, DZ) twins. Since MZ

twins have an identical genome whereas DZ twins share on
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Fig. 1 Examples of melodies

used in Scale test (a, b), Off-
beat test (c, e) and Out-of-key

test (d, e). Violation of scale

(a) and incongruencies in

rhythm (d) and key (e) are
circled

Table 1 Demographical characteristics of the participants

All MZ DZ MZ and DZ comparison (test value, p value)

Gender

Male 109 50 59 F(1, 270) = 2.64, p = 0.105

Female 275 158 117

Age

Mean (SD) 35.00 (1.50) 34.96 (1.52) 35.04 (1.48) F(1, 270) = 0.16, p = 0.685

Educational level

Primary level 10 3 7 F(3.94, 1062.64) = 0.87, p = 0.477

Secondary level 93 51 42

Lowest level tertiary 47 24 23

Bachelor level 110 66 44

Master level or higher 124 64 60

Do you recognise a familiar melody?

Mean (SD)a 4.52 (0.67) 4.55 (0.64) 4.47 (0.70) F(1, 270) = 1.17, p = 0.280

Do you lack sense of music?

Yes 53 24 29 F(1, 270) = 1.58, p = 0.210

No 331 184 147

Do you notice if someone is singing off-key?

Yes 340 183 157 F(1, 270) = 0.12, p = 0.734

No 44 25 19

Do you notice if someone plays a wrong note?

Yes 290 154 136 F(1, 270) = 0.40, p = 0.527

No 94 54 40

MZ monozygotic participants, DZ dizygotic participants
a Measured with a 5-point Likert scale (never, rarely, sometimes, often, very often)
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average 50 % of their segregating genes and assuming that

there are no systematic differences in developmental

environment between MZ and DZ twins (equal environ-

mental similarity assumption), the main difference between

these groups is the different degree of genetic relatedness.

Using structural equation modelling, it is possible to parcel

out the relative contributions of additive genetic (A) effects

(summed effects of all the alleles that influence the given

phenotype), dominant genetic (D) effects (effects due to

one allele having a stronger influence on the given phe-

notype than another allele in the same locus), shared

environmental (C) effects (environmental factors that make

individuals similar), and non-shared environmental (E) ef-

fects (environmental factors that make individuals differ-

ent, including also the measurement error of the model) on

a given trait.

The quantitative genetic modelling was done with Mx

software version 1.68e (Neale 2004), while initial descriptive

data analyses were performed with IBM SPSS Statistics ver-

sion 22.0 andStata 11 software. The datawas first screened for

any missing entries, outliers and persons who might have

answered by guessing, and consequently, the data of two

subjects were removed (see above). The three tests and total

score were all modelled individually with a univariate model

using the maximum likelihood method (Neale and Cardon

1992). There were no differences in means or variances

between randomly ordered first and second twins, or between

zygosity groups. As the data includes only twins reared

together, it is not possible to model dominant genetic effects

and shared environmental effects simultaneously,which leads

to a selection between anACE and anADEmodel (Posthuma

et al. 2003), referred to as full models.

Based on within-pair twin correlations, an ADE model

was used for the Off-beat test while an ACE model was

used for the other tests and the total score. The full ACE (or

ADE) model did not result in a significant change in fit

relative to saturated model in total score or in any of the

tests (p[ 0.05). Next, simpler models (AE, CE and E)

were estimated and compared to the corresponding full

model in order to find the most parsimonious model that

still provides a good fit to the data. For these comparisons,

the test statistics (D-2LL) follow a mixture of different v2

distributions with various degrees of freedom (Dominicus

et al. 2006). The corrected probability values were calcu-

lated using a method described by Dominicus et al. (2006).

Models were also compared using Bayesian Information

Criterion (BIC), where smaller value indicates preferred

model. All the models included gender and age as

covariates. Furthermore, models with educational level as

an additional covariate were also estimated. These results

were very similar to those presented here and therefore are

not shown.

Results

To rule out any possible artificial genetic effects caused by

gender, age, educational level or self-evaluated musical

background, the zygosity groups were compared on these

background variables while taking the twin-clustered

structure of the data into account. There were no significant

differences between MZ and DZ twins on any of these

variables (Table 1). Looking at the main effects of the

background variables on test performance, we observed a

gender effect in the Off-beat subtest where men scored

somewhat higher than women [men: mean 83.52 (SD

8.15), women: mean 80.94 (SD 8.63); F(1, 270) = 7.11,

p = 0.008]. There were no other significant effects.

The distribution statistics of scores in the three tests and the

total score are shown in Table 2. In the Scale test, theOff-beat

test, and the total score, the scores followed a normal distri-

bution; in the Out-of-key test, the distribution was slightly

negatively skewed (see Fig. S1 in Supplemental Material).

However, this effect was minimal and similar for MZ and DZ

twins. Regarding the overall relationship between the three

tasks across subjects, there was a moderate correlation

between the Scale andOut-of-key tests (r = 0.49,p\ 0.001),

whereas the correlation of the Off-beat was non-significant to

Scale and only modest to Out-of-key (r = 0.14, p = 0.007).

Correlations between the four self-evaluation questions

about music perception ability and the test scores are pre-

sented in Table 3. All self-evaluation questions correlated

significantly with each other and with the Scale, Out-of-

key, and total scores. The Off-beat score correlated only

with the first self-evaluation question (Do you recognise a

familiar melody?) and with the Out-of-key and total scores.

The within-pair twin correlations are presented in

Table 4. In the Scale test, the correlations were fairly high

and statistically significant in both MZ and DZ twin pairs.

In the Off-beat test, the correlation was moderate and

statistically significant in the MZ pairs but non-significant

in the DZ pairs. In the Out-of-key test and the total score,

the correlations were high and statistically significant in

both zygosity groups.

Comparison statistics between full and subsequent

models are shown in Table 5 and the estimates for variance

explained by different latent components in Table 6. Esti-

mates are shown only for full models and those models

whose fit to the data was not significantly worse than that

of the corresponding full model.

In the Scale test, the AE model was the most parsimo-

nious model that fit the data well. In both the ACE and AE

models, the estimates of additive genetic effects were

strong (0.50 and 0.58, respectively), while the estimate of

shared environmental effects in the ACE model was non-

significant.
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In the Off-beat test, the E model, where all the variation

is explained by non-shared environmental effects, was the

best fitting model (the fit of the AE and E models was not

significantly worse than the fit of ADE model, but the more

parsimonious E yielded better BIC). In the ADE model, the

estimates of dominant and additive genetic effects were

non-significant.

In the Out-of-key test, the CE model was the most

parsimonious model that fit the data well. In the ACE

model, the estimate of additive genetic effects was zero. In

both ACE and CE models, the estimates of shared envi-

ronmental effects were strong (0.59 and 0.61, respectively).

In the total score, the results were similar to the Out-of-

key test. The CE model was the most parsimonious model

Table 2 Distribution of scores

in the MBEA tests and total

score (N = 384)

Min Max PS Mean SD

Scale test 16 (53.3 %) 30 (100 %) 2 (2.9 %) 24.9 (83.2 %) 3.0 (9.9 %)

Out-of-key test 11 (45.8 %) 24 (100 %) 43 (11.2 %) 20.4 (85.1 %) 2.9 (12.2 %)

Off-beat test 12 (50 %) 24 (100 %) 1 (0.3 %) 19.6 (81.7 %) 2.1 (8.6 %)

Total score 40 (51.1 %) 77 (98.6 %) 0 (0 %) 64.7 (83.3 %) 5.7 (7.3 %)

Min minimum score (% of full score), Max maximum score (% of full score), PS participants with perfect

score (% of participants), Mean average score (% of full score), SD standard deviation (% of full score)

Table 3 Correlations between four self-evaluation questions and test scores

Do you

recognise a

familiar

melody?

Do you lack

sense of

music?

Do you notice if

someone is singing

off-key?

Do you notice if

someone plays a

wrong note?

Scale

test

Out-of-

key test

Off-

beat

test

Total

score

Do you recognise a

familiar melody?

1 -0.33** 0.34** 0.30** 0.27** 0.28** 0.22** 0.37**

Do you lack sense of

music?

-0.33** 1 -0.38** -0.48** -0.32** -0.43** -0.07 -0.41**

Do you notice if

someone is singing

off-key?

0.34** -0.38** 1 0.74** 0.27** 0.34** 0.09 0.35**

Do you notice if

someone plays a

wrong note?

0.30** -0.48** 0.74** 1 0.40** 0.46** 0.02 0.44**

Scale test 0.27** -0.32** 0.27** 0.40** 1 0.49** 0.06 0.75**

Out-of-key test 0.28** -0.43** 0.34** 0.46** 0.49** 1 0.14** 0.83**

Off-beat test 0.22** -0.07 0.09 0.02 0.06 0.14** 1 0.50**

Total score 0.37** -0.41** 0.35** 0.44** 0.75** 0.83** 0.50** 1

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)

Table 4 Within-pair twin

correlations in the MBEA tests

and total score

MZ pairs (N = 69) DZ pairs (N = 44)

Scale test r (95 % CI) 0.58 (0.40–0.72) 0.38 (0.09–0.61)

p \0.001 0.010

Out-of-key test r (95 % CI) 0.63 (0.46–0.75) 0.67 (0.47–0.81)

p \0.001 \0.001

Off-beat test r (95 % CI) 0.31 (0.08–0.51) -0.20 (-0.47–0.10)

p 0.010 0.202

Total score r (95 % CI) 0.66 (0.50–0.78) 0.65 (0.44–0.79)

p \0.001 \0.001

These are correlations prior to adjustment for sex and age effects
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that fit the data well. In the ACE model, the estimate of

additive genetic effect was non-significant. In the ACE and

CE models, the estimates of shared environmental effects

were strong (0.63 and 0.64, respectively).

In order to control for the potential effects of individu-

als’ decision making processes and response bias, we also

applied the signal detection theory and recalculated the

models using d0 values [d0 = z(hit rate) - z(false alarms)]

for each subtest. This analysis yielded similar results as the

original scores: the Scale subtest was best explained by an

AE model (A = 0.61, E = 0.39), the Off-beat subtest by

an AE model (A = 0.34, E = 0.66), the Ouf-of-key subtest

by a CE model (C = 0.50, E = 0.50) and the total score by

a CE model (C = 0.54, E = 0.46).

Discussion

Our main finding was the highly contrasting pattern of

genetic and environmental effects observed in the three

tasks measuring different aspects of music cognition. In

full models, the Scale test showed a clear additive genetic

effect (0.50) and no shared environmental effect (0.07)

whereas the opposite pattern was observed in the Out-of-

key test with strong shared environmental effect (0.59)

and no additive genetic effect (0.03). In contrast to both of

these, the variance in the Off-beat was mainly accounted

for by non-shared environmental effects (0.76) with

genetic effects being small and non-significant

(0.00–0.24).

Table 5 Model fitting results

for the MBEA tests and total

score

Model -2LL df D - 2LL Ddf P value BIC

Scale test ACE 2813.01 378 347.70

AE 2813.09 379 0.08 1 0.391 344.94

CE 2816.69 379 3.68 1 0.040 346.74

E 2846.36 380 33.35 2 \0.001 358.78

Out-of-key test ACE 2946.35 378 414.37

AE 2953.82 379 7.47 1 0.003 415.31

CE 2946.35 379 0 1 0.500 411.58

E 3004.57 380 58.22 2 \0.001 437.88

Off-beat test ADE 2726.71 378 304.55

AE 2728.25 379 1.54 1 0.107 302.53

E 2730.88 380 4.17 2 0.056 301.04

Total score ACE 2548.41 378 215.40

AE 2556.46 379 8.05 1 0.003 216.63

CE 2548.41 379 0 1 0.500 212.61

E 2611.17 380 62.76 2 \0.001 241.18

Best fit models for each test and total score are shown in bold

-2LL minus 2 log likelihood, df degrees of freedom, D - 2LL difference in the -2LL values against the

full model, Ddf difference in degrees of freedom against the full model, BIC Bayesian Information Criterion

Table 6 Estimates for variance

explained by different latent

components in different models

Model A C D E

Scale test ACE 0.50 (0.00–0.69) 0.07 (0.00–0.50) – 0.43 (0.31–0.60)

AE 0.58 (0.42–0.70) – – 0.42 (0.30–0.58)

Out-of-key test ACE 0.03 (0.00–0.46) 0.59 (0.19–0.70) – 0.38 (0.27–0.51)

CE – 0.61 (0.49–0.70) – 0.39 (0.30–0.51)

Off-beat test ADE 0.00 (0.00–0.34) – 0.24 (0.00–0.44) 0.76 (0.56–0.99)

AE 0.18 (0.00–0.39) – – 0.82 (0.61–1.00)

E – – – 1.00 (1.00–1.00)

Total score ACE 0.01 (0.00–0.44) 0.63 (0.23–0.73) – 0.36 (0.25–0.47)

CE – 0.64 (0.53–0.73) – 0.36 (0.27–0.47)

Estimates are shown only for full models and those models whose fit to the data was not significantly worse

than that of the corresponding full model

A additive genetic effects, D dominant genetic effects, C shared environmental effects, E non-shared

environmental effects
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The additive genetic effect in the Scale test is compa-

rable and in line with the previous population-based twin

studies which reported notable genetic effects for the DDT

(Drayna et al. 2001) and for the SMDT Melody test

(Mosing et al. 2014a). In this regard, our results replicate

and extend previous findings that variation in musical pitch

discrimination is predominantly genetic in nature and that

this is seen also with naturalistic and unfamiliar melodic

stimuli. The novel result of the present study was the high

environmental effects and non-existent or small genetic

effects observed in the Out-of-key and Off-beat tests,

which are in contrast with the results of previous studies

and the Scale test. In general, shared environmental effects

of the magnitude observed in the Out-of-key test are rare in

adult twin studies (Boomsma et al. 2002; Polderman et al.

2015; Vinkhuyzen et al. 2009), although not unheard-of

(Coon and Carey 1989). The result is unlikely due to

selection bias or methodological artefacts because the other

tests showed distinct differences between MZ and DZ

pairs, and the distribution of scores did not differ by

zygosity or between full and no co-twin pairs.

A plausible explanation for the contrasting results

between the Out-of-key test and the Scale test (and the

DDT and SMDT) is the general structure and cognitive

demands of the tasks. The Scale test and the SMDT Mel-

ody test are both discrimination tasks where pairs of

melodies are compared for pitch changes. Performance

relies both on the ability to perceive whether the second

melody contains a scale-violating note and the memory-

based comparison of the two melodies (keeping the first

melody in mind while listening to the second and com-

paring each pitch of the second melody to the memory

representation of the first melody). By contrast, in the Out-

of-key test and DDT, only one melody is presented at a

time and the ‘‘correctness’’ of the pitches in each melody

has to be judged using prior musical knowledge. However,

the DDT uses popular melodies, which makes performance

partly dependent on previous exposure to the original songs

(familiarity), whereas in the Out-of-key test the melodies

are unfamiliar and therefore performance relies exclusively

on knowledge (i.e. internal model) of musical keys, which

is not inborn but acquired through experience (Trainor and

Corrigall 2010) and largely implicit and automatic in adults

(Bigand and Poulin-Charronnat 2006; Brattico et al. 2006;

Tillmann et al. 2000). Thus, while performance on all these

tasks is influenced by tonality perception, the Scale test,

SMDT, and DDT also require additional working or long-

term memory processing, making them cognitively more

demanding and thereby viable to be driven more by genetic

factors. In line with this, also Mosing et al. (2014b) found

support for genetic pleiotropy between intelligence and

SMDT performance.

Regarding rhythm perception, Mosing et al. (2014a)

reported a moderate additive genetic effect in the SMDT

Rhythm task, which involves discriminating two short

rhythmical sequences for a change in time interval. In

contrast, the Off-beat test yielded notably smaller within-

pair twin correlations than the other tests, and the models

indicated high non-shared environmental effects and small

and non-significant genetic effects. Since the task format in

the Off-beat and Out-of-key tests is the same, the disparate

results compared to Mosing et al. (2014a) may be

attributable to different task demands, as discussed above.

The dissimilar pattern of genetic/environmental effects

in our three tests may be related to differences in the

cognitive and neural processing of tonal/melodic and

rhythmic information and their differential sensitivity to

environmental influence. Interestingly, the Off-beat test did

not correlate with the Scale test and only modestly with the

Out-of-key test (for similar results, see Hausen et al. 2013).

Moreover, we found previously that music education is a

significant predictor of Out-of-key performance, whereas

Off-beat performance is more linked to the self-perceived

importance of music and musical mood regulation (Hausen

et al. 2013; Saarikallio et al. submitted). Previous twin

studies which have probed the level of musical training or

ability using self-report questionnaires have reported

higher shared environmental effects than genetic effects,

especially in women (Coon and Carey 1989; Vinkhuyzen

et al. 2009). According to recent meta-analyses of fMRI

and PET studies on music (Janata 2015; Samson et al.

2011), melody- and tonality-related processing engages

primarily superior temporal areas (STG/STS), with the

addition of prefrontal areas in tasks involving an active

memory component, whereas the processing of rhythm

recruits additional motor regions, including the striatum,

cerebellum, and motor cortical areas. Rhythm is known to

be a key component in music-induced positive affect and

reward and the associated dopaminergic striatal functions

(Trost et al. 2014; Witek et al. 2014), which according to

recent twin studies are best predicted by non-shared envi-

ronment effects rather that genetic or shared environmental

effects (Menne-Lothmann et al. 2012; Stokes et al. 2013).

Thus, it is possible that rhythm perception and its link to

emotions and everyday musical engagement is explained

mostly by the non-shared environment, but since this

component also includes the measurement error of the

model, the strength of the effect is uncertain.

The present study had some limitations. First, the

response rate to the online test was relatively low (38 %),

although comparable to the Mosing et al. study (33 %). As

a result, the sample size of the present study was relatively

small. Although this produces overall power limitations, it

does not have significant bearing on the observed main
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results, namely the differential pattern of genetic and

environmental effects on the three subtests. Second, the

sample comprised more females than males (72 vs. 28 %).

Although the gender distribution did not differ significantly

between MZ and DZ twins and gender was included in the

models as a covariate, the results may nevertheless be more

applicable to females than to the general population as

whole. We only observed a gender effect in the Off-beat

subtest in which men scored somewhat higher than women.

Due to small sample size, especially in men, unfortunately

we were underpowered to perform sex-limitation models in

order to explore if the relative proportion of genetic and

environmental effects differ between men and women.

Third, the musical background of the participants was not

controlled, making it possible that the sample could be

more musically oriented than the population in general.

Fourth, the participants did the test online and not in lab-

oratory settings. However, since the situation was the same

for both MZ and DZ twins, it is unlikely to cause the

different pattern of results in the three tasks. Finally, 61 %

of the participants had a Bachelor’s or higher degree,

suggesting that higher education levels were somewhat

over-represented. However, the genetic modelling was also

performed with education level as a third covariate, and

these results were almost identical to those presented here.

In conclusion, the current study provides novel insight

into the ongoing debate about the role of genes and envi-

ronment in the development of musical skills by showing

for the first time that different aspects of music cognition

are driven by genetic and environmental factors to a dif-

ferent degree. Together with previous findings (Drayna

et al. 2001; Mosing et al. 2014a), our results suggest that

pitch discrimination ability is primarily determined by

genetic factors whereas the implicit perception of musical

tonal and metric structures is mediated more by shared and

non-shared environmental factors. Thus, music perception

or musical skills should not be regarded as a single, unitary

domain driven mainly by genetic influence, but a complex,

multifaceted phenomenon affected by both genetic and

environmental factors.
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